
There are over a thousand train guards
across the North, on Northern Rail and
Transpennine Express Rail services,
working hard to make sure you have a
safe journey. But if the government and
Rail North get their way we will be out of
a job. All your train guards will be
sacked. 

It’s hard to believe, but they want
to introduce a crazy way of working
called “Driver Only Operation.” That
means there will be no guards and the
driver will be the only guaranteed
member of staff on the train.

And it also means the driver will be
expected to drive the train whilst at the
same time being responsible for
passenger safety. There will be no one
else to assist you and look after the safe
operation of the train.

Safety First
If you think that sounds unsafe

then you’re right – it is! Currently, both
the driver and the guard protect the
safety of the train. The driver is

responsible for the safe operation of the
train and the guard for the protection of
the passengers.

Guards must be fully trained in
operational safety and route
knowledge, including being able to
safely secure the doors, protecting the
train and acting in emergencies such as
derailments or fires. Emergencies can
also include if the driver is incapacitated
for any reason, or if there is a failure of
train safety systems. We also look out for
and report hazards on or near the line
and are trained to deal with problems
on overhead electrified cables.

The situations guards are trained to
deal with include: Train in Distress; Trains
put in Danger; What to do after a Train
Accident; Fire on a Train; Evacuating a
Train; Accidental Train Division; Safety at
Station Platforms as well as safe Train
Dispatch. And these are just some of the
35 areas of safety responsibility we have
to undergo extensive training and re-
training for.

What’s more guards are required
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to hold detailed knowledge of the
routes on which we work, and an
understanding of signalling systems. And
that knowledge has to be refreshed
every two years with stringent exams.

Who do you believe?
The government and Rail North will

try and tell you that advances in
technology mean Driver Only Operated
trains are safe and have worked
elsewhere. But that’s because they want
to save money so that rail fat cats can
keep making massive profits out of the
privatised railway.

What they won’t tell you is that
independent inquiries which have taken
place after train crashes and fatalities
have said that we need on-board staff
trained in protection and evacuation
procedure. They also won’t admit that
where Driver Only Operation has been
introduced (such as in areas of
Scotland) trains regularly leave stations
with only the driver on the train.

There to help...
Oh we almost forgot!  On top of all

these train safety duties guards are
there to help you and provide a better
service!

As well as checking tickets guards
can help you get the best value ticket
(handy when rail fares are going
through the roof) and give you travel
information and expert advice about
your journey. 

We know that passengers like
having a uniformed member of staff on
the train to make them feel safer about
their journey (especially later at night)
and to deter anti-social behaviour. And
without guards who are going to help
disabled and older passengers who may
need assistance or the parent with a
buggy?

Don’t just take our word for it...
If you ask any driver or member of
station staff they will tell you a train is
safer with a guard.

So ask you yourself would you feel
safe if your guards were sacked and only
the driver was in charge of the train?

Help us keep the trains safe by
speaking up for your train guard and a
safe railway. Please contact your local
councillor and MP and ask that they
oppose Driver Only Operation of your
train service. 

Thanks a lot and have a safe
journey.

JOIN THE CAMPAIGN TO SAVE YOUR RAILWAY 
The threat by the Government and Rail North to sack guards and introduce Driver Only Operated Trains is only
part of the attack on rail services in the North.  The proposals will also mean:  

• Big Fare rises (even though UK rail fares are already the most 
expensive in Europe.)

• Cutting station staff 
• Closing ticket offices and reducing ticket office opening times
• Service and timetable cuts 

But the opposition is growing. Over 10,000 passengers just like you have written protesting against the cuts
and almost 50 MPs have signed a parliamentary motion telling government to think again. Ask your MP to sign
Early Day Motion 174.

For information and to join the campaign visit www.rmt.org.uk/ntpe or email info@rmt.org.uk 
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